
Follow the historycache trail 
a fun-packed outdoor treasure hunt

History hunt!
We’ve hidden a trail of six boxes or caches in Skipton Castle Woods.  

Find each one to discover how people lived in Skipton and used the woods 900 years ago. 
Can you find them all? 

The Huntsman
Search under the tree 

branches of the fallen tree.

The Villager
Under the bridge and 

woodchip! 
(take care)

The Carpenter
In the roots rocks, 

above the logs.

The Baron and Lord
Top of the steps, tree 

stump on the left ahead.

The Forester
Fallen tree mound, 

just after the stream.

The Herbalist
Under the small 

fallen tree. 
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We’ve hidden a trail of six boxes or caches in Skipton Castle Woods.  
Find each one to discover how people lived in Skipton and used the woods 900 years ago.

Inside each is a visitor’s book (to put your name in to let other history detectives know you found it before them!) 
and a stamp to collect.  

Collect your historycache stamps here. 

History hunt!

Now you’ve found them all, which one would you rather have been?

I would like to be the  

because  

 

Write down three ways that life is different in Skipton today compared to 900 years ago:

1.   

2.   

3.  
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The Forester The Baron and Lord The Carpenter

The Villager The Herbalist The Huntsman
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